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Abstract—Virtual learning environments (VLEs) form part of modern pedagogy in education; they contain student usage data that has the potential to inform and improve this pedagogy. The question this paper explores is how might the development of data mining and log analysis systems for the Moodle virtual learning environment improve students’ course engagement? The paper proposes that a student will complete missed tasks sooner if their utilisation of the VLE is automatically tracked and electronic prompts are sent when VLE activities are missed. To explore and test the hypothesis a software tool, MooTwit was developed to contact students when they fell behind in their VLE study. To establish if student timely engagement improved the study used MooTwit with two groups of students over a period of 15 weeks, messaging one group only when they fell behind. Statistical analysis and comparisons were made between how quickly each group engaged with the missed items. Using MooTwit to track and contact students did influence the timeliness of their engagement with the VLE activities. Specifically, the results suggest by direct messaging a student to engage with missed material, they completed missed activities closer to required completion date. The findings within the thesis show that educational data mining has the potential to improve pedagogy in VLE linked education offering opportunities to increase timely engagement and to raise course designers’ acceptance of data mining to improve the validity and quality of course evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of virtual learning environments (VLEs) to augment the learning opportunities through online courses, supplementary activities and resources for learners has been identified as being utilised in a high proportion of surveyed educational institutions within the UK [1], [2]. The adoption of such technologies has led to a wider range of tools to engage learners with topics relating to their areas of study. This increased reliance on resources that are used by students independently has created new challenges for the learner; for a learner to be successful in their studies they must engage with the VLE systems and make efficient use of the time they spend on the learning resources. These desirable outcomes very much link to the memorable quote “Good habits formed at youth make all the difference” made by the Greek philosopher Aristotle which inspired the intent of this study of encouraging learners to take ownership of their VLE learning to the point where they autonomously completed activities online.

There have been many studies focusing on VLE data mining [3]-[7], on learning analytics [8]-[11] and on data informed design [12] that identify the level of utilisation of the activities and resources within them. The common theme from these investigations is the success in generating the information from the data; the conclusions drawn from the studies consistently avoid establishing whether there was any positive impact from providing the information to either the course designer/deliverer or the learners themselves. Conclusions typically make statements such as “expert teacher knowledge for learning analytics can sometimes be outperformed by knowledge derived by data-mining algorithms” [5] and “Educators with no expertise in data mining can also apply their hands in these fields.” [3] although Kaur does evaluate the success of the accuracy of the information in identifying slow learners, there is no evidence of the research having an impact on the students’ performance. This study explores the development and impact of data mining an open-source Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment (Moodle) based virtual learning environment and automatically prompting learners who missed the deadline to access materials and activities through social networking and hypothesized that students receiving automated prompting would engage with missed VLE course materials in a timelier manner than unprompted students. The investigation was undertaken at Lincoln College a Further Education College in Lincolnshire, UK; the college provides further education and higher education courses for post-secondary and adult learners in the area.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Virtual learning environments are the most common systems used to deliver learning materials and activities in UK further education establishments and considered a “…pervasive technology in higher education institutions…” [13]. The pedagogical underpinning for the use of VLEs is intended to enable a transition from teacher-led delivery to a more student-centred learning experience. Their adoption has been encouraged by the UK government and education funded Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) who identify digital technologies such as VLEs as exciting opportunities to reconsider how we teach, engage with, or involve learners in different ways [14]. The use of VLEs
present opportunities at the institutional, the teacher and the student level for improving and enhancing learning, hence there being a significant investment in the learning technology. Teachers who have little experience of the VLE technology as a teaching tool often miss the requirement to teach the learner how to use the VLE effectively, consequently the students “…find it difficult to engage with technology-based tasks as they may have little prior experience.” [15]. More importantly students who do not engage with the learning may not be identified until they have fallen so far behind that they are hampered in their progress with coursework. This issue is a concern for the participants in this study, the Computer Studies section of Lincoln College who support students in their learning through using Moodle VLE courses to provide all learning materials and learning activities for the section.

A Moodle course is split into a structured set of activities. A typical Moodle course structure is shown in Fig. 1, where a Moodle course is made up of a sequence of topics (Moodle sections) containing a number of activities (Moodle modules); some of the activities are mandatory for a student to complete the course at a minimum level and are expected to be completed in a timely manner.

The course presents itself to the student through a web interface, that allows them to navigate the sections and engage with modules. The look and feel of the interface can be modified through the application of themes, Fig. 2. A Sample section of a Moodle course presented to a computing student at Lincoln College is shown. There are four modules within the section the student should engage with:

- Introduction to XNA presentation (Pop-up URL module).
- Exercise 01 Creating an XNA project video (Page module).
- Adding text to an XNA Screen presentation (Pop-up URL module).
- Exercise 02 XNA writing to the screen (Lesson module).

‘Exercise 02 XNA Writing to the Screen’ is an example of a Moodle lesson module which would present itself to the student as a navigable lesson with quiz elements.

Within Lincoln College’s computing section, the expectation of all tutors is that students are all fully engaged with their courses on the VLE, and it has been observed that in many instances students have struggled to keep track of online exercises and tasks set. This situation is confirmed in another study of VLE engagement that concluded “…although some students engaged extensively with the online activities, many did not or did so less than the course team and the teachers had hoped.” [16]. A lack of engagement with the VLE in this scenario as identified by Morgan, cited in [17] can have an impact on the level of success of a student. Kuh et al. identified two key components for a student to be successful, “…the amount of time and effort the student puts into their studies…” and “…the ways the institution allocated resources and organizes learning opportunities and services to induce students to participate…” [18]. In a study carried out by the University of Wolverhampton students were encouraged to participate in VLE learning activities using the Wolverhampton Online Learning Environment (WOLF); the analysis of the study recommended “…monitoring of regular habits in using WOLF, including the activities” [11] to ensure adequate engagement. Mazza & Milani observed that, “Educational research literature also shows how monitoring student learning is a crucial component of high-quality education.” [19], but for a tutor to check a student’s engagement with a Moodle course they are required to manually navigate a HTML forms-based query system and analyse the resulting report to identify what the student has and has not accessed [20]. The process is labour intensive; regular application to a full student cohort would create significant workload for a tutor. With software automation this is an avoidable scenario. It has been identified that Moodle “…collects a large amount of data on student interactions within it, including content, assessments, and communication…” [6] that could be data mined.
Solutions have already been attempted to improve the quality of the reporting provided to tutors. Previous research and systems developments focused on the use of log analysis to produce a “learning analytics dashboard” [21], charts and graphs alongside materials in Moodle [19] or “...provides aggregated and useful statistical reports.” [10]; all require the direct engagement of the designer and deliverer to interpret and action the results; typically, non-engagement of a student is resolved and identified by the deliverer, from this it expected that they will be able to identify weak spots in the course and amend the design for the next delivery session. The previous studies reporting systems have a variable level of effectiveness in terms of their ease of use, the expected technical level of the users of the systems and a user’s ability to interpret the information presented. The software developments within this study aim to provide better tools to track and prompt disengaged learners and simplify data mining of resource utilisation to improve the course quality, both having the end goal of improving course engagement.

None of the previous research has covered the use of automated stimulus control as a mechanism for improving student engagement with a VLE. Stimulus control is defined by Bloh as “...a change in operant behaviour that occurs when a particular type of stimulus is presented” [22]. The findings of Miltenberger on prompting and transferring of stimulus control indicated that through multiple prompts behaviour can be changed [23]. This study proposes the use of social networking as the stimulus based on the observation that “these applications already gained high popularity of social networking as the stimulus based on the observation that “these applications already gained high popularity among students and are suitable to be used to engage the students...” [7]. This is supported by existing evidence of social networking being used in education, for example Junco et al. found that “…using Twitter in educationally relevant ways can increase student engagement and improve grades” [24] and Twitter use significantly increasing student use of valid Internet sources in research as identified by Halpin, [25]. Research undertaken by Knight & Kaye into students preferred educational use of Twitter also identified that, “The three most highly ranked suggestions were the use of Twitter to provide information on practical issues, the posting of course-related reminders and the post of assignment submission deadlines” [26]. These studies provide indicators that the use of social networking could yield positive results for this study.

In summary, the goals of this research are to establish whether it is possible to improve the timelines of student engagement with VLE activities/resources. This is achieved through the development of a software artefact MooTwit – a Moodle plug-in enabling checking student engagement with the VLE and automating the process of prompting the student regarding their lack of timely engagement and examining the change in the study participants’ behaviours and attitudes because of the utilisation of the software. The system will:

- Log analysis to identify a student’s level of engagement.
- Twitter and Email messaging directing students who are late accessing the learning materials on the VLE and congratulating students who complete work on time.
- Messages to course deliverers regarding lack of individual student engagement.

This development, use and the accompanying analysis of the results of the plug-ins use provides an insight into how students engagement with the course changes and offers guidance for other researchers who would like to develop VLE plug-ins.

III. METHODS

When considering the research methodology there was a need to consider collecting of data that would allow for the evaluation of the success of the system. A quantitative approach was selected where the research makes use of data from the Moodle database logs of the students’ VLE accesses; this aligns with Neall’s quantitative criteria including, “Data is in the form of numbers and statistics” and the research is looking for specific changes in engagement meeting the criteria “Researcher knows clearly in advance what he/she is looking for” [27].

The possibility of bias in the research was considered; while “bias can never be completely eliminated” [28] the methodology endeavoured to avoid bias as follows:

1) By automating the process of logging of virtual learning accesses any data collection activity is invisible to the participants, giving a lower chance of participant bias.
2) Bias due to experimenter behaviour has been reduced by using automated social media messaging generated by the engagement system ensuring all participants receive the same feedback from the system at the same time in the same format.

The use of log analysis removed the opportunity for the learner to be aware of what they are being tracked on; obfuscation of the tracking prevents them from changing their behaviour until the system informs them that they missed the milestone for completing the task. The removal of the tutor from the process of tracking and prompting of the students limits the influence they have upon the students when they miss the work, lowering the impact on how quickly the student might complete the missed work.

The system was developed as a proof of concept that a plug-in linked to Moodle and Twitter could be used to track and improve timely engagement with important course resources on the VLE. As a proof of concept, the plug-in is scalable in line with the database and server systems that support the VLE; its restriction is the extent that social media limits the use of automated direct messaging.

A. Summary of Plug-in Development

Development was limited to the Moodle VLE based on the skill set of the users involved in the study and the system being used operationally within Lincoln College. The main development language for the engagement system was PHP: Hypertext Pre-processor (PHP) a HTML-embedded scripting language. The rationale for this was based on it allowing “web developers to write dynamically generated pages quickly” [29] and its compatibility with the Moodle VLE which is also written in PHP. This aided the development through the ability to call the existing Moodle log API. [20]. To enable communication of the level of engagement to a student required a link to a current social networking messaging infrastructure for direct messaging; Twitter was selected as the most appropriate system for the experimental
direct messaging. A supporting factor for its choice was that Lincoln College use Twitter with students on a regular basis and its API is open to developers to use freely; however, at the time of evaluation there was a restriction of “250 direct messages per day” [30] per user, which does limit the scalability of the product. The hosting service selected for this study offers a built-in PHP mail function that facilitates the sending e-mails directly from a PHP script [31] that is to be used for delivering a summary of course elements missed each week to both the student and the course coordinator.

To integrate the required functionality into the Moodle VLE a Moodle plug-in was selected as the target for development in preference to the construction of a discrete website to perform the task. The Moodle VLE has the capability to extend itself through the use of a plug-in-based system which is the most straightforward approach to adding new functionality to Moodle (Moodle Docs 2016b). The use of this system also ensured that access to the data relating to the student was afforded the same level of security as the VLE, conforming with the Technical element of the learning analytics “DELICATE checklist” [32].

The plug-in type selected was based on the Moodle report plug-in type designed to provide “…useful views of data in a Moodle site” [33]. The process of developing the plug-in requires the construction of a number of server-side scripts written in the PHP scripting language to enable the installation, upgrade and running of the plug-in. The software design of the plug-in requires the use of both procedural design for the HTML/PHP page display and automated CRON (Command Run ON) functions; in line with the Moodle design principles, object-oriented development was used for the user interface elements. The plug-in also requires the design and implementation of tables in the Moodle database to allow data persistence and constructing SQL (Structured Query Language) queries to examine the existing Moodle database tables to retrieve course and student access data. A UML use case model [34] was created as shown in Fig. 4 to establish the key functional elements of the system prior to development.

The Moodle plug-in presents itself to the tutor as an embedded form within the virtual learning environment, allowing the tutor to flag individual parts of a lesson as required learning and specify completion dates.

A tutor’s submission of the form within the VLE stores the tracking information to the Moodle plug-ins database tables for use in its background CRON function, providing the core automation for the plug-in to perform the following tasks:
1) Retrieving monitored tasks from the database.
2) Checking student completion of monitored tasks.
3) Contacting students to inform them of incomplete tasks.
4) Creating and emailing to registered staff a summary of student progress.

B. Summary of Study Operation

To establish if student engagement can be improved by log analysis and direct message prompting the Moodle plug-in shown in Fig. 5 MooTwit engagement plug-in was developed to be used by the course subject tutor. This allowed the tutor to select either full sections of a course to be completed by a specified date or individual activities. Students who failed to complete an activity by the deadline were digitally messaged once per week for two weeks to prompt them to engage with it.

![Fig. 4. Use case diagram student engagement system.](image)
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The information required to identify success or failure in completing activities was gathered from the VLE log files by the plug-in. Students were then prompted with an automated Twitter direct message identifying they had missed work in the last two weeks Fig. 6 Twitter direct message (Failed to complete work), backed up with a more detailed email identifying the areas of study missed shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Twitter direct message (failed to complete work).

To: [Student Email]
From: [Lecturer Email]
Subject: Engagement Report

Hi Emma,

You seem to have missed some work on Moodle in the last two weeks. To catch up you need to complete the following:

Unit 22 Developing Computer Games in section 0 Unit Information, Assignment 1 - Computer Gaming U22 [P1, P2, D1] should have been completed by: 31 January 2021

Unit 22 Developing Computer Games in section 2 Assignment Computer Gaming, Survey Question 1 I understand what I am required to do to complete assignment 1 should have been completed by: 31 January 2021

Regards

[Lecturer Name]

Fig. 7. Sample missed activity email.

If the student had completed all the work a message congratulating them was sent instead Fig. 8 Twitter direct message (Completed all work).

Fig. 8. Twitter direct message (Completed all work).

The study was performed using two separate classes of students, both were second year groups of a level 3 BTEC Extended Diploma in IT course who had joined with similar entry criteria and studied the same subjects with the same tutors prior to the intervention commencing. One class formed the control group, the other the experimental group, both were informed of the intervention and consented to take part but were unaware of whether they were the control group or experimental group, neither group was aware of the others participation. To reduce the possibility that one group might influence the other, communications about the study between the two groups was limited by timetabling their courses on different days of the week.

The study took place over 15 weeks with 14 students in the control group and 15 in the experimental group. The control group originally had 15 members, but one member was taken ill in the first week of the study and was unable to contribute.

In the first week of the study both groups were prompted to provide their Twitter name. For the study the control group would be opted out of the engagement system and their Twitter and email accounts would not receive any communications. Over the course of the 15 weeks 57 monitored deadlines were set.

The evaluation of the success of the system was defined by the hypothesis that the experimental group will access missed material sooner than the control group because of being prompted by the system. The null hypothesis was that the experimental group will not access the learning activities any earlier than the control group after being prompted. Evaluation of the engagement system involved the comparison of log data from the control group with the experimental group. To complete this process, the data from the log table in Moodle was exported to a single table which was then split into relational tables as shown in Fig. 9 Entity relationship diagram exported log data.

![Entity relationship diagram exported log data](image)

To enable the tracking of the student behaviour in a consistent manner the tracking dates were resolved into weeks from the start of the course; access measurements were then based around the week of access to ease the classification of timely access to the learning activities. Access results were based on the first access a student made to a learning activity and were categorised as:

- **Positive accesses** took place by the deadline or within the 2-week window of prompting (student is on track).
- **Late access** took place after the 2-week window of prompting (student has fallen behind).
- **Missed access** the student failed to access the activity within the limits of the course.

For each group, the accesses were tabulated as shown in Table 1 Sample record of accesses per week, the total number of weekly accesses after the expected week of access being recorded.

The evaluation looked at the changes in student access to the VLE on both a group access level measuring the changes before and after the system; and further inspection at regular periods during the research to gain further insights into variations in engagement over time. Conclusions drawn from the evaluation will identified the successes and/or failures of the system in improving engagement and provide a model for others to replicate with other student groups.
IV. ANALYSIS

Student engagement was measured by their timeliness of access to the resources on the VLE; a student was determined to be appropriately engaged with the material if they accessed it either before the expected access date or within a window of two weeks after the date; if a student failed to access the material after that date they were considered not to be appropriately engaged with the materials.

Prior to interpreting the quantitative data from the log files statistical tests were undertaken to ensure the results were statistically significant. IBM SPSS software was utilised to extract relevant results and an additional calculation for identifying the effect size.

Performing the statistical tests required some pre-processing of the captured data using the criteria identified below.
- Positive accesses ≤ 2 weeks of expected access date.
- Negative accesses > 2 weeks of expected access date or no access made.

The groups were split into the categories.
- Tracked – the experimental group who were prompted to engage.
- Untracked – the control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I: SAMPLE RECORD OF ACCESES PER WEEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access by Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Access Counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Access Counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Independent Samples t-Test

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the timeliness of VLE accesses in tracked (electronically prompted to engage with missed activities) and untracked conditions. There was a significant difference in the scores for prompted (M = 0.54, SD = 0.50) and unprompted (M = 0.33, SD = 0.47) conditions; t (1738) = 9.24, p = 0.0002. Full details of the t-test results are shown in Table II.

These results suggest that electronic tracking and prompting of students who miss activities does influence the timeliness of their engagement with the VLE activities. Specifically, the results suggest that when students receive a Twitter direct message to engage with missed material, they complete missed activities closer to required completion date.

A small to medium (0.43) effect was identified when the Cohens d calculation [35] was applied (1) to the results.

Effect Size Cohens \( d = \frac{X_1 - X_2}{\sqrt{\frac{S_1^2}{n_1} + \frac{S_2^2}{n_2}}} = 0.43 \) (1)

The experiment’s hypothesis indicated that students who were tracked would engage more than non-tracked students, given that T value is greater than critical value 1.96 obtained from table B2 [36] the null hypothesis that both groups would be equally engaged cannot be accepted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II: INDEPENDENT SAMPLES T-TEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On Time Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation (σ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.E. Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df (2-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Error Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Comparison between Accesses

From the results of the t-test and Cohens d it was identified that the hypothesis for students being prompted accessing the materials earlier was most likely and that the effect size was close to being classified as medium.

From Fig. 10 Graph of student access profiles it can be seen that the positive accesses for the experimental group was 22% higher and they completed 19% more activities than the control group. The experimental group also performed 3% better than the control group on late accesses.

Student Access Profile During Testing Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Untracked Group</th>
<th>Tracked Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pos %</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late %</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed %</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Graph of student access profiles.
The high levels of late and missed activities by the untracked group provides a strong argument for the need for tracking of student engagement given that the tracked activities were flagged as mandatory elements of the courses.

C. Positive Access Trend Comparison

Over the duration of the experiment, the prompting was applied multiple times to the experimental group to identify if the process would show a positive or negative cumulative effect on them in comparison with the control group. Miltenberger’s work indicated that through multiple prompts the engagement should increase [23]. From Fig. 11 Engagement trends during study, it has been observed that the experimental group showed a positive trend in the mean timeliness of access of 16% from the start of the experiment indicating that repeated prompting does have a positive cumulative effect over time. In comparison, the control groups’ improvement over time has not increased and is 34% lower than the experimental group by the end of the study.

When evaluating the results, it was noted that the untracked group showed an initial lower level of performance and it remained so throughout the study compared to the tracked group; this does not however, relate to how the behaviour of students was altered by prompting as the study compares the improvement from each groups start point. In Fig. 11 the trend of the prompted participants showed continuing improvement from the participants starting point compared to the static results of unprompted students giving a good indication that there was an increase in engagement in the experimental group because of the messages being sent to them. The data points in weeks 6 and 7 on the graph indicate a higher level of completions by both groups, this can be explained by the delivery within those weeks being lighter around the half-term break within the 15 weeks of study, allowing a greater opportunity both in class and during the week break for some tasks to be completed.

D. Analysis Summary

Overall, the data analysis of the results of the study showed a positive increase in performance by the experimental group. The results of the study suggest that the use of a software solution to create an electronic message as a stimulus to produce a change in operant behaviour was successful within the parameters of the experiment effectively rejecting the null hypothesis was that the experimental group would not access the learning activities any earlier than the control group after being prompted.

When reflecting on the success of the research there is a need to review the limitations of the study including the use of a small sample of computing students within one institution which may not reflect the range of learners with the larger academic community. The duration of 15 weeks for the study may not have allowed time to establish if the performance gains made by the experimental group could be further improved by the continued use of the system or whether the learners might become disillusioned with system and cease to respond to prompts.

The use of extracted quantitative data from the Moodle database gave clear empirical evidence to establish the student’s activity and to identify changes in behaviour and was an effective research methodology in this context simplifying data collection and processing.

The extraction of existing data from Moodle database using a plug-in was effective within the scope of the experiment and validates the existing research by Mazza et al. [9] and Zhang & Almeroth [10] that focused on the extraction and reporting from the system.

It is important to note that the plug-in development process was hampered somewhat by the limited documentation relating to the structure of the data held within the system and omissions in the open source Moodle documentation. Despite the development issues and that Moodle is an open source project, the plug-in system proved to be completely stable and performed reliably for full duration of the research suggesting it should be considered a viable system for conducting research on student’s utilisation of the Moodle VLE.

Early in the research the literature review identified that while Mohamad & Tasir [7] proposed that the use of social networking was a possible communications mechanism, out of all the social networking providers only Twitter provided an API to allow for direct messaging and this had limitations on the number of messages that could be sent in 24 hours. Although Twitter automatically gave a direct messaging system on a number of destination platforms including all mobile phones, tablets and PCs it was noted that a small number of learners did not use Twitter and had to sign up for accounts.

Given the limited messaging API provision by social networking providers and the range of providers that may or may not be used by learners, social networking may not be the best solution; messaging applications may offer a better system of communication, Facebook’s WhatsApp messenger for example offers a messaging solution using a non-rate limited paid for business API to send direct messages to the App [37].

It is clear this investigation in isolation can only provide a small contribution to larger fields of study relating to the motivation of students to learn autonomously, what it does
provide is an indication that students respond positively to automated prompting. It is hoped that the results will promote discussion and further study into other automated mechanisms that assist with learner engagement using prompting mechanisms. The tool developed for the investigation can be used as is in Moodle installations and provides a framework for future Moodle plug-in developers both for research and for the development of plug-ins for general use. For course designers and tutors the plug-in provides a stable system for contacting small groups of students when they do not engage with important learning activities; it also provides a methodology for identifying if there is measurable improvement in engagement for their students. Should the plug-in be used in other academic institutions the system should at least provide helpful prompts for students to enable them to easily identify missed work before falling too far behind in their studies.

V. CONCLUSION

All studies previously undertaken have focused on the methods of analysing and displaying information but have not investigated if this could be used as a positive effect on the student. The primary goal of the MooTwit development was to extend the data mining process into a system that improved student engagement with VLE courses by analysing their accesses and automatically prompting them via social networking backed up with email when they were falling behind in accessing activities on the VLE.

The hypothesis was that the experimental group (students receiving automated prompting) would access missed VLE course materials sooner than the control group. The results of the study support this hypothesis suggesting that electronic tracking and prompting of students who miss activities does have an a small to medium effect on the timeliness of their engagement with the VLE activities. Specifically, the results suggest that when students receive a Twitter direct message to engage with missed material, they complete missed activities closer to required completion date compared to the unprompted students. In the context of the initial aim of the research of improving engagement of students with the activities, clearly there has been a demonstrable change in behaviour by students in the experimental group. There is a good indication that the adoption of the system would be beneficial, increasing student utilisation of course resources at the appropriate point in their studies, enhancing the quality of their learning experience. There are some limitations to the extent of this success in that these results may not be reflected in the context of the wider learner community; this experiment focused on a specific group of students; the success shown here may not yield the same result with different learner demographic. This limitation provides scope for extending the investigation into a larger domain to establish if the findings can be completely generalised by varying such parameters such as the level of technological ability, initial engagement level of the students with the VLE, the age of the participants or course subject studied.

In the preliminary stages of reviewing the results of the research there was a concern that the use of prompting in the system may have demotivated the students or that the effect of prompting would be less effective over time. The initial statistical data analysis addressed demotivation in terms of the statistical outcome of prompting having a positive effect; it did not however consider the use of the prompting over time. The students may have been receptive to the system at the start of the experiment, but less so by the end of their studies. The use of a t-test and Cohens D effect level did not provide a temporal measure to allow this level of analysis. The study addressed this limitation by analysing the student behaviour over the duration of the experiment identifying that the experimental group showed a positive trend in the mean timeliness of access to course resources over the 15 weeks of the experiment indicating that repeated prompting does have a positive cumulative effect over time. This result in combination with the findings of Miltenberger [23] on the use of prompting and transfer of stimulus control would suggest the automated prompting has a similar effect to prompting by a course deliverer and that there is a transfer of stimulus of control over time. As with most studies of this scale there is opportunity to extend this investigation both in terms of the refinement of the methods used to prompt the participants and to further study participant behaviour (good habits) post experiment, given that the intent of the process was to improve engagement it is especially important to confirm if the effects were temporary. A longer study may also highlight if there would be an element of apathy in responding to the prompts as they became the accepted norm.

Overall, this investigation into improving student engagement provides evidence to support the case for data mining of VLE data stores to aid in establishing good study habits in learners. While social networking as a form of communication was used successfully as part of this small study, the restrictions in many social networking infrastructures limit the implementation and scalability of the process in its current form. There are also concerns over the volatility of the popularity of social networks; while at the time of writing Twitter still has popularity at the time of writing, Instagram for example has a growing user base. On the basis of the varying level of adoption of different social networking sites is it suggested that future areas for study could include the use of other low cost and low latency communication systems such as Skype or Google Firebase Cloud Messaging for communication of prompts to the learners as an alternative to social networking effectively eliminating the issue of which social network to use and providing a dedicated path of communication between the system and the student.
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